Reverse gyrase: an unusual DNA manipulator of hyperthermophilic organisms.
Reverse gyrase is the only DNA topoisomerase capable of introducing positive supercoiling into DNA molecules. This unique activity reflects a distinctive arrangement of the protein, which is composed of a topoisomerase IA module fused to a domain containing sequence motives typical of helicases; however, reverse gyrase works neither like a canonical topoisomerase IA nor like a helicase. Extensive genomic analysis has shown that reverse gyrase is present in all organisms living above 70 degrees C and in some of those living at 60- 70 degrees C, but is invariably absent in organisms living at mesophilic temperatures. For its peculiar distribution and biochemical activity, the enzyme has been suggested to play a role in maintenance of genome stability at high temperature. We review here recent phylogenetic, biochemical and structural data on reverse gyrase and discuss the possible role of this enzyme in the biology of hyperthermophilic organisms.